


The invitation, “Come to the Table” is a 
powerful one. It can be as simple as 
being asked to join the family for the 
regular, evening meal or being asked to 
be seated at a fancy event when friends 
gather for a special occasion. As we join 
others at the table we build towards a 
greater sense of community, friendship 
and well-being. The positive effects of 
gathering together enrich us as we take 
time to eat together, no matter the 
quality of the food or decor.  
As we begin to offer hospitality, we can 
set a simple table.  An attractive table can 
make a big difference to any occasion 
and does not need to cost a lot or take 
much time to set. The goal of a set table 
is to create a “prepared place” into which 
your family and friends are invited.  At 
your table they will be able to relax, share 
their hearts and enjoy being together. I 
have set countless tables, from rustic 
picnic tables in the woods, to elegant 
affairs with large numbers of guests. 
Enjoy the tips I am sharing, and have fun 
as  you set a simple table! 
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This e-book covers: 

• Heartistry Principles 

• Simple Tips to Set the Table 

Simple Tips 

• Advance planning 

• What look and feel do I want? 

• Which table is best? 

• How can I use layers? 

• What is the best color scheme? 

• Can I tie in a theme? 

• How can I use lighting? 

• What decor can I add? 

• How do I set a buffet table? 
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Heartistry Principles: 

• Start with your family.  Don’t just use 
your tablecloth and add flowers when 
you have guests coming.  Honor your 
family with a well-set table on a regular 
basis and involve your children in the 
preparation too.  

• Children will learn so much through 
joining you at the table and also by 
helping as you prepare for guests. 
Read 10 Things Children Learn at the 
Dinner Table. 

• Begin with a simple table set up and 
then once you feel confident setting 
that, you can add more details to the 
table. Read the “Simple. Special, Spectacular” article at heartistry.info. You 
can learn how to take one recipe and then by adding extra touches and 
elements, you can prepare a simple family meal, a more special event for 
guests to an almost over-the-top extravaganza that will delight all who 
participate in it!  

• The main thing is that we begin, even if it is with a very straightforward 
supper for our family. 
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•One of my Heartistry Mottos is, “Set the 
Table First”.  Even if you have not finished 
preparing the meal by the time your guests 
arrive, they will feel very welcome if they 
see the table ready and waiting for them. I 
find that I need to focus as I decide on the 
best way to set the table and it is easier to 
do without company there. Once the table 
is ready I can chat to guests in the kitchen 
as I prepare the final elements of the meal. 
I can even have my guests help with the 
final tasks, knowing that this will also help 
them feel more at home. 
•When I am hosting a large group, or 
preparing a more complex and time 

consuming meal such as Thanksgiving or Easter, I set the table the day 
before so I have one less thing to do on the actual day. Because I get so 
much joy from a beautifully set table, this day-before-the-event activity is a 
special time as I create the table I have been imagining and planning! 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1. Advance Planning 

For everyday meals, it doesn’t take long to set the table. We can involve our 
children from a very young age. They can put the place mats and napkins on 
the table and later be trusted with silverware and glasses. I encourage you to 
add creative touches for family meals and not wait for times when guests 

come for a meal. See these as 
practice times, but also as an 
opportunity to honor your 
family. 
If you will be hosting a bigger 
event, it is important to think 
through the plans in advance. 
Before deciding on how you will 
set the table, you need to get an 
understanding of the purpose 
of the occasion. This may seem 

very obvious, but I have been to 
events where it was clear that the hosts had not thought through some of 
the essential aspects. ( Just last night I was at a lecture with more than forty 
people in attendance, and the host had ordered pizza and drinks, but had 
not remembered to bring plates or disposable glasses! So some innovation 
was necessary!) 

If you want to be able to 
relax and enjoy spending 
time with your guests, it is 
good to be as organized as 
possible. Remember one of 
my Heartistry Mottos, “The 
More Before, The Less The 
Stress!”  
(I did once oversleep and 
had to dash like crazy to 
prepare a brunch. Read “I Overslept Brunch” to see how to prep in a hurry!) 
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Here are just some of the questions to answer (you will think of more): 

• What is the purpose of the gathering?  
• How long will the event be? 
• How do you want the guests to feel at the end of the event? 
• How many people are expected?  
• What will the budget be? 
• Who will be preparing the food? 
• Will you have other helpers? 
• Will guests be seated at tables or will they stand to eat? 

Take time to think through each one of the questions and come up with a 
plan and the timeline for what needs to be done well in advance, the week 
before, on the day of the event and during the event. 
Watch the video I did for my Easy Valentine’s Day Dinner as I explain how to 
prepare a special meal quickly and simply. 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2. What look and feel do I want? 

You can set a very simple table using every day items that you have in your 
home, or you can plan for a special event and purchase supplies. Before 
starting you may want to answer these questions (we covered some of these 
before in the planning section): 
• What is the occasion? 
• How many people will be attending? 
• Will the food be served from a buffet table, plated or family style? 
• What is your budget? 
• How much time will you have beforehand to set the table? 
• Will you have help or will you need to do it all yourself? 
• How will the table decor enhance the experience? 
• Where will you set the table? 
You table setting can be casual or formal, fun or sophisticated, etc. You can 
decide based on the purpose of the gathering and other factors.  
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3. Which table is best? 

It is important to choose the right size table for the size of your group. You 
want to make sure that people can see and hear each other.  A circular or 

square table works well for an intimate feeling where everyone can join in 
with one conversation. If you have a long table, be attentive as to where 
people sit as they will only be able to converse with those who are on either 
side. If the table is not too wide they will also be able to speak with those 
across from them. 

If you plan to use a long table to serve 
a meal for a small group, set the place 
settings at one end and put the water 
jug, condiments and food on the other 
end so that it still feels cozy. You can 
even add a tall flower arrangement at 
the end of the table to create the 
visual effect of the table being shorter. 

There are so many different types of 
tables so let your creativity begin to 
work! You can get ideas on the 
heartistry.info blog and Pinterest.  
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I have used an old door which was 
an inexpensive way to make a sturdy 
table. I have also had great success 
with a table tennis (ping pong) table.  
A card table or fold out banquet 
table works for many situations. A 
picnic blanket on the grass is a great 
way to set a relaxing meal.   

One my favorite parties was when I 
had my guests sit on the floor around 
a low table (table tennis table on 
bricks) for a Middle Eastern meal!  
Use your creativity and see what you 
can use for a table. There is no need 
to buy a special table or hold back 
from offering hospitality! 
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4. How can I use layers? 

To create a beautiful table with interest and design, it is good to think of 
layering your table. If you have a beautiful table that you want to show off, 
you can just use placemats to protect the table and build your table setting 
from there. If you have an unattractive table such as a folding table, you will 
need to cover the table. 

Begin by covering the table 
with a base cloth. Use a 
larger cloth so that it hangs 
down and covers the table 
legs. You can purchase 
cloths that are specifically 
designed as a sort of “box” 
and they work very well. I 
have used a painter’s drop 
cloth when I have wanted to 
cover a large table. It is 
inexpensive and has a good neutral shade. 
You can pin down the sides of the base 
cloth so that it remains neat and even 
attach it to the legs of the table to hold it 
down if your event is outside and there 
could be wind. 
After covering the table, you can add a 
runner down to middle to add color, or use 
individual place mats. You can be creative 
and use scarves, dish towels or wrapping 
paper. For this cherry themed setting I used 
a roll of paper and then added the other 
elements. 
Check out how I used aluminum foil instead 
of a cloth runner to make a very quick and quirky New Year’s Eve Table 
Setting. 
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On top of the table cloth you can add a charger or use a larger plate as your 
base and then a smaller plate on top of it. Then place the napkin/serviette on 
the plate. I often place a small gift as the final item. 
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5. What is the best color scheme? 

If you are just beginning to have fun with table setting, I encourage you to 
initially plan around using just one color scheme. This will make it easier and 
less expensive to coordinate your supplies.   

White is obviously a great choice and then you can accent with different 
colors. Begin by purchasing one white tablecloth (or use a white sheet) and a 
set of simple, white plates. You can never go wrong with this classic choice. 
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As you build up your hospitality supplies, 
you can start collecting other table decor 
items in your favorite colors. I love “Tiffany” 
blue and turquoise as these colors match 
my Heartistry website, so I have all sorts of 
items in these shades and I love to use them 
on the table.  

Now that other people know this 
about me too (after having been 
hosted by me), they have gifted 
me with other fun items to use 
on the table in my favorite colors! 
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6. Can I tie in a theme? 

When I have been asked how to get started with setting special tables, I 
encourage people to begin with a theme. Do you like roses or sailing? Look 
out for napkins or small decor items that coordinate with your theme and 
add them to your white plates.  
I saw this beautiful Paris themed fabric on sale so bought it and then saw the 
napkins which coordinated perfectly. Since I was teaching the Heartistry 
Experience in France, it was such fun to set a Paris Themed table for the 
welcome dinner. 
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I love birds and everything to do with them. I 
have had so much fun setting tables with a 
bird theme. 
I have added different 
items that tie in with the 
theme as I have seen 
them. I love napkins 
(Check out my blogpost 
on 10 Things to do with 
a Napkin other than 
Wipe your Mouth!) and 

have added bird themed napkins to my collection as well. 

Check out the video I made 
on How to Set the Table with 
a Theme. I used my bird 
goodies to demonstrate! 
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7. How can I use lighting? 

Lighting makes a big difference to the 
atmosphere. Whether you are working outside on 
the picnic table, or hosting a banquet, the correct 
lighting adds a touch of wonder to the 
atmosphere. There are many creative ways to add 
effective lighting and this element doesn’t need to 
cost much at all. You don’t even need to buy 
anything, but you can bring a lamp from 
somewhere else in your home and include that in 
your table décor. 

If you are gathering outside, be aware 
that candles can blow out and at some 
venues are not allowed. They can be 
placed inside small jars to protect them 
and can look very pretty as well. You can 
string electric lights above the table and I 
think that this looks stunning. If there is 
no electricity, you can use battery 
powered lights as the table decor team 

did here for the banquet at the Heartistry Experience. Isn’t this pretty? 
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I absolutely love my little strings of LED lights and I use them in the daytime 
as well as at night. I add them to flower arrangements, create a little sparkle 
down the center of the table and use them to add some pizazz to my buffet 
tables. I even strung them with herbs and placed them in a colander for a 
fun, casual table setting. This was such a quick and easy way to make the 
table look interesting! 

Check out how I set a fun Winter 
Wonderland Table Setting using 
household items such as salt and my 
favorite little lights! 
I love my little lights so much that I 
carry them in my suitcase when I travel (minus the batteries) as you never 
know when you may need to set a table! 
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Candles can be used in so many ways. You can 
add little tea light candles in small dishes, or 
even line the dish with a nasturtium leaf for 
something different!  
One small candle on the table can make a family 
meal more 
special, so 
try to 

remember to add one to the table! The 
candle adds an ambiance and make it 
what the Dutch would call “gesellig” or 
cosy and the Danish would say is 
“hygge”! 

A collection of very large or unusual candles can 
make a spectacular table setting for a special 
occasion.  
Make sure to trim the wicks of the candles and 
burn then for a few seconds before before an 
event so that they don’t give off smoke if lit when 
guests are at the table. 
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8. Which decor can I add? 

Add a simple flower arrangement or a few 
items that match your theme. You can look 
around your home and collect some supplies 
that you already own and build around that, 
e.g. for an Italian theme I used a travel book, a 
jug that reminded me of Italy and bottle of 
balsamic vinegar!  

I once used small bottles of vinegar with 
peoples’ names written on them as name cards!  

Put a book or little box under your flower 
arrangement or candles to add height.  
Adding height to the table adds interest but 
make sure that people can easily see over 
anything that you place in the middle of the 
table.   This seems obvious, but I have been to 
events where a large flower arrangement 

blocked the view completely. Make sure that you leave space in the middle of 
the table for condiments, water jug and the food if you are serving family 
style. 
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9. How can I set a buffet Table? 

When setting a buffet table you can be very creative and add all sorts of 
elements to match your theme. I like to find items around my home such as 

lamps, paintings, books, memorabilia and fresh 
plants to add to the table. Let your imagination 
run wild and have fun! You guests will love your 
creativity! 

You obviously don’t need to worry about height constraints and can use 
different levels on the table to add interest as well as provide space for the 
utensils and food. I often turn a box upside down and hide it under the base 
table cloth to add height. (Many times I have used the box that contained all 
the table setting items and it just gets repurposed!) 
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I used a pretty hat box to add height on this table so that I could showcase 
the mini hat cakes at the Garden Party my sister and I hosted for our mom’s 
85 th birthday. So pretty! Check out How to Host a Garden Party!  

I have decorated using pictures off my wall, greeting cards, house decor 
objects and kitchen items. Walk around your house and use new eyes. You 

will be delighted to see how many objects 
can add fun and creativity to a table setting! 
I served San Francisco styled clam chowder 
in a sourdough bowl (canned soup, but the 
bowl made a big impression!)I added a 
photo of San Francisco to the buffet table 
and coordinated the napkins with the colors 
in the picture. 

When I travel, I look for local 
items that I know will be useful 
for my table decor and I bring 
these interesting items home 
with me. These Mexican plates 
made a great backdrop for the 
taco meal I served to a large 
group. 
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I love using my favorite decorating 
item which is a cake stand! There is 
so much that you can do with a cake 
stand! It can be used to hold flowers, 
napkins and decor items. One Easter 
I added these lambs to a set of cake 
stands that I stacked.  

You can put your dessert on the cake 
stand and use this as the decor on the table. This saves you money and is 
much more delicious than flowers! 
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I have made my 5 Minute Buttermilk Cake and used it both as the dessert but 
also as a very special centerpiece. 
Check out my Buttermilk Cake Video. 
It is such fun to use a cake stand 
when setting a table. 

 I encourage you to try the 5-Minute 
Buttermilk cake and then invite some 
friends over to enjoy it with you! 

Check out the video of How to 
Decorate with a Cake stand and I know 
you will be buying yourself one soon! 
Your table will look so lovely! 
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Some of my favorite table settings 
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I am sharing this final photo with you as it is so precious to me. The table 
cloth is plastic, the plates are paper. The flowers were small arrangements 
that were reconstructed from a large arrangement that had been given to my 
mother, who was very ill with cancer. I set it in between running up and down 
the stairs to care for my mom. Our whole family had gathered, traveling from 
all over the USA to be with my mom in her final days. She met her great-
grandsons for the first time and loved being with both her daughters, sons-
in-law, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren. 
The table was attractive, but far from perfect. But what was immeasurably 
more precious was the opportunity to all be together. As we sat in the garden 
we enjoyed food that held memories for my children who used to visit their 
granny when they were little. We shared stories and memories. We laughed 
together and for a few minutes forgot that our time with our precious mom 
and granny was so fleeting.  
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Just two weeks later, my mom left us. We miss her terribly, but we have the 
memories of the countless meals we ate together as a family through the 
years. And we remember that final meal that we all enjoyed together in a 
beautiful garden on a hot, July day. 
After reading this e-booklet, I hope that you will be inspired to set a lovely 
table for your family and friends. I trust that the tips were helpful to you. I 
know that we can see many brilliant ideas online or in magazines, but often 
those are styled. The ideas I have shared with you are of tables that I set (or 
helped prepare) in the midst of my busy life and that hosted real people, not 
models!  
There is a story behind each of these tables. Love was shared there. 
Conversations held. Ideas bounced off each other. Friendships formed. 
These tables represent life lived fully with an open heart. 
I encourage you to invite people to your table. Start small. Bless your family 
with care and creativity. Try your hand at something new. There is much to 
learn and much to experience. 

You too can make the table a place of welcome and beauty. 
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There are so many more ideas than have been covered in this e-
booklet. 
I encourage you to check out my blog at heartistry.info for inspiration 
and instruction. 

We would love you to share your ideas and photos with us so that we 
can showcase them on our heartistry.info page and Facebook page. 
Let’s encourage each other to open our hearts and homes. 

For more information or to contact me please email 
lyn@Heartistry.info. 
www.Heartistry.info
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